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Once you have peace inside - it gets easier to 
be happy with what you have on the outside 

”

Bethanie, 20, Female, Fan Girls, Mainstream  

”
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The June bloom is officially upon us and Tribes are getting out and about, recharging their Vitamin D 
supplies and flashing some skin. Unsurprisingly, body image is a hot topic of conversation with holiday 

and event tickets purchased and summer fashion lines emerging. For Tribes, the conversation is taking a 
positive turn - shifting away from negative insecurities often associated with young people, towards 

feelings of contentment and happiness from within. This season it’s cool to be you and confidence is key. 
This month we delve into Tribes’ perceptions of body confidence, the barriers they have overcome and 

what it means to be truly ‘body beautiful’ in 2015…. 
 

The meaning that Tribes give to body confidence varies by individual. Previously, having a 
good body was almost solely defined by hugely superficial and unrealistic means, driven by media 
and showbiz. What Tribes show us this month is the beginning of an exciting shift in the semantics 
of confidence - that it becomes something different and personal to each member, tailored to their 

own values and belief systems.  

I AM BODY CONFIDENT 

REDEFINING DEFINITIONS  

I’ve always been fairly confident but recently getting 
into powerlifting as a sport has been very good in this 

respect. I care a lot less about how I look now that I 
can almost squat my own bodyweight.   
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” 

” Kathryn, 18, Female, Alternative, Hardcore 

So for any young person, what they see as ‘body beautiful’ could be derived from core 
strength, active fitness, inner wellbeing, even physical appearance, or a mixture of all of 

these. Ultimately though, they come together under one unified message - do it for yourself.  
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A NEW UPRISING 
For girls in particular, the idea of one body ideal is a 
diluted view. The skinny beach bods, thigh gap and bikini-
bridge are now images of the past, after leaving them less 
than impressed, and young people of both sexes are rising 
up against any mainstream media that promotes this view.  

Tribes want a change in topic, they’re sick of 
hearing about it and are exhausted by the 
scrutiny – channel positivity instead and make 
it cool to care. 
 

The huge backlash against Protein World’s ‘Beach 
Body Ready’ campaign is a prominent example of 
peoples’ fearless activism around the topic. Even, 
supposed celebrations of a more natural beauty 
via social media campaigns such as the 
#NoMakeupSelfie pilfered by celebrities, still take 
a very superficial tone.  

 I just wish everyone would stop obsessing really – it’s so 
unhealthy to be constantly noticing things 
Charlotte, 16, Female, Alternatives, Skaters 
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STAT: 40% of teenagers surveyed said they felt the pressure to 
have a perfect body came from pictures on social media.  
Bauer MediaNews, 2014 
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FEELING THE PRESSURE  

And compare Tribes do, a natural process that they believe is linked to an ultimate 
desire to belong. As Tribes grow through their teens they face both the desire to fit in while still 
maintaining their individuality. However, these two goals are achieved in different ways due to 
an unwritten rule instilled by society, a rule that has become second nature to Tribes. While, 
individuality is defined through personality, hobbies and passions, a society-approved 
standard is the safest territory when it comes to appearance. Social comparison thus forms 
the basis for many of their image related decisions. But comparison can also help set them 
apart from peers in a personal quest for self-betterment. Tribes are motivated by a healthy bit 
of peer competition and for many, it’s vital in reaching and excelling personal goals. However, 
when it comes to body image, the term ‘healthy competition’ is swiftly lost and instead 
replaced with unattainable and unnatural aspirations. 
 

Yet, the concept of body image is complex and while Tribes are looking within for body confidence, it is 
sometimes hard to ignore the external influences that surround them. External influences that are no longer left in the 
safety of the magazine pages or billboards but have made their way into their lives 24/7 through their modes of 
communication via social media networks and apps such as Instagram and Facebook.. No longer just a passive 
consumer, young people are continually part of a visual conversation obsessed with body image.  As news feeds are 
continually filled with toned and tanned bodies, peers become advertisements of a supposed ‘body perfection’ and 
these images become a normalized aspiration. While young people may have become immune to front page models, 
these images, the ones that act as a constant reminder of what friends and peers are doing and look like, sit well 
within their lives, a claimed normality where comparison doesn't seem quite so ridiculous.  

 
 

I always compare myself to 
others. With seeing other 

peoples amazing lives constantly 
on social media when you’re at 

home on a Saturday night, 
seeing peoples in bikini shots 

when you’re feeling a bit - ahem 
*larger* can make you feel a bit 

crap sometimes. 

I often find myself wanting to wear certain things but not feeling completely 
comfortable with the judgment I’d receive from others if they’re a bit out-there so 
I tone them down just enough that I can have the look I want without standing 
out enough to get negative attention. 
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SOCIAL MEDIA PRETTY 

GOALS OF COMPARISON 
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Modern society puts a conflicting 
pressure on people to both be unique, yet 
not stick out like a sore thumb. If you 
want to be unique you can achieve great 
things, or face harsh criticism. 

” 

” 
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Josh, 22, Male, Alternative, Real Gamers  
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WHAT ABOUT THE BOYS? 
It’s not just the girls that feel the pressures of body image and in a female dominated 

topic, boys are often overlooked. While there are numerous campaigns inspiring female body confidence 
and public backlashes to unrealistic and damaging ideals set out by the media when it comes to boys, 

who is speaking up for them?  

One look at an Instagram feed instantly illustrates the overwhelming expectance of boys to be 
sporting a six-pack, alongside guns of steel and male Tribes are not immune to this pressure. As 
summer approaches and the prospect of body exposure looms, they are increasing their level of 

exercise and altering their diet in hope to be what they feel is ‘beach body ready’.  

While it is deemed socially acceptable for girls to openly talk about their body insecurities, for 
boys this can often be a lonely battle with little empathy and much more dangerous effects. Not 

only do male Tribes feel the pressure to look good but they lack the space to talk about it, often 
under the notion that admittance will undermine a pre-set view of what it means to be masculine. 

As I’m wearing less layers I suddenly become 
aware of my appearance more. I’ve begun 

exercising more as a result. 
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” Mark, 18, Leading Edge, Indie Scenester 
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As a guy, not many of us admit to changing 
our fitness routine in time for summer but 
a lot of us actually do, but we keep it on 

the down low because we don't want it to 
affect our masculinity.  

Rob, 19, Mainstream, Townie 

”

”
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WHAT’S BODY BEAUTIFUL 2015? 
  

When looking at female media perceptions of what is 
deemed body beautiful, it’s clear to see they are far from 
stagnant. From the curvaceous idolisations of the 50’s to 
androgynous aspirations of the 90’s, the portrayal of the perfect 
body is as interchangeable as fashion trends. 2015 has seen a 
potentially positive shift – away from a focus on weight in favour 
of visual proof of female strength. With current, female icons 
pioneering this body trend such as Jennifer Lawrence as warrior 
and heroine Katniss in the Hunger Games or Beyoncé’s thighs of 
steel, these revised body aspirations have found themselves in 
media awe. They reminisce traditionally male body expectations 
that demand muscle and strength - a possible reflection of a 
movement towards empowerment and equality in other areas of 
life through the influx of recent feminist campaigns. 
  
  
But is this body empowerment? 
Whether a body image fad, such as Kim K or 
Nicki Minaj's butt, or an unchanged standard 
like male Adonis, a portrayed criterion of a body 
ideal is subjective and unrepresentative of the 
majority. Consequently, leaving those who 
aspire but cannot obtain to feel a sense of 
failure. Luckily, Tribes are well aware of this 
and don't strive for a perfect ideal set out by 
the media, but rather develop their own 
definition of what it means to be body 
beautiful, adopting a doing it for themselves 
mentality.  

SHIFTING PERCEPTIONS  GROWING UP, GROWING OUT  
  

For Tribes, self-doubt around body image is often at it’s highest 
in their early teens and as they grow up, their confidence grows 

with them. As they begin to acknowledge that they are their own 
biggest critics they are able to gain a sense of power over their 

perceptions of what it means to be body beautiful and more 
importantly that self-confidence is not dependent on body image. 

Tribes shift their focus to other, more important goals and 
aspirations and move away from a previously habitual over-analysis 

of body perfection. They begin to value their body for what it is, 
under the realization that they feel best when they are the best 

version of themselves.   

I do feel a hell of a lot more confident in comparison 
to my early teenage years where I used to obsess over 
my weight - but I know it didn’t do me any good - and 
I’m a healthy weight so I’ve learnt to accept that I’ll 

never be skinny. 
Cathy, 20, Female, Alternative, Emo 

That’s not to say Tribes don’t have their low points, often yo-yo-ing 
between varying states of body confidence – waking up and feeling fabulous 

only to find themselves drawn to those self – designated ‘no go body zones’ on 
a bad day, resulting in tactical clothing choices or hiding away from the world 
completely. Yet, this ‘one of those days’ mentality is not a detrimental worry 

for the Tribes, who have learnt how to stay positive and work with what 
they’ve got.  
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“ My secret to body confidence is to learn about how your body works 
(so you can understand quite how impressive it is) - and realise that 
life’s too short for worrying! You are the best looking version of you - so 
see the bigger picture! “ 
                                                    Charlotte, 16, Female, Alternative, Skaters 

BODY CONFIDENCE TIPS 
Tribes dish out some advice to inspire confidence… 

“My top tip is to find a style that suits you - skater dresses are my 
go to option! They always look good. “ 
                                             Rachel, 21, Female, Mainstream, Fan Girls 

Tribes Live #24 

 

  I think just pick out your 
best bits and flaunt them 
- and be fearless because 
people admire that. Don’t 
be scared if you’re happy 

the people who are 
judging you are the ones 
in the wrong. On holiday 

and things - nobody is 
looking at you 

particularly - you have 
just got to focus on 

having fun 
 

” 

” 
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“I try to remember that everyone’s different and that the 
majority of people are too busy worrying about their own 
appearance and body to think about mine.” 
                                         Sian, 21, Female, Alternative, Hardcore 

Lucy, 16, Female, Leading edge, Hipsters 
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ON THEIR TERMS 
MIND OVER MATTER 
Body confidence is naturally linked to how good Tribes feel about themselves as a whole 
and the extent to which they feel they are taking care of themselves is proportionate to how 
confident they feel. This naturally varies with the individual – from the fit and focused, to the 
less active. The defining principle among all is having control over their body positivity, 
strengthened by knowledge that they’re in control.  

TARGETED OPPORTUNITIES 

They know what they want to get out of their fitness routines and how to 
achieve it – they opt for sessions at the gym or running in the park, 
something that enable them to work at their own pace and set their own 
goals rather than partaking in group, competitive sports that combine 
exercise with social events.  

Leading a fit and healthy lifestyle is important to Tribes who want to feel their best, 
however, the busy schedules and tight budgets that come with age often get in the way 
of such exercise ambitions. Tribes are unable to keep up with the level of exercise they 
once did when it was readily available at school and had a set place within their 
schedules. Instead, they now try to incorporate exercise into their life where they can, 
spotting opportunities for some physical activity such as swapping transport for 
walking. As Tribes are tight on time, exercise becomes about hitting personal targets 
efficiently. 

I am more body confident 
when I am leading a healthy 

lifestyle with lots of exercise. I 
think body confidence stems 

from yourself - it’s all about 
loving yourself and doing 

things for yourself and not for 
anyone else. 

Sophie-Anne, 21, Female, Aspirant, New Casual  
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I prefer walking or using the cross-trainer as they allow me to set my 
own targets and also give me freedom and time to think or relax. 
 

” 
” 
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HEALTH AWARE For Tribes, leading a healthy lifestyle is all about keeping it balanced and natural 
and knowing exactly what is going into their bodies. They reject purpose fitness health 

and drinks such as protein shakes, sceptical about the hidden or blatantly obvious 
‘impurities’ they may contain and unwilling to pay what they feel are unjustified prices. 

They prefer to opt for a balanced diet and embrace trends such as juicing.  

 

STAT: ‘Better-for-you’ snack foods such as fresh fruit 
and yogurt have risen in consumption rates by 14 % since 
2006 and are forecasted to be the fastest growing out of 
the three categories according to NPD’s The Future of 
Eating: Who’s Eating What in 2018? Report. 

I try to cut down on the sugary foods and eat slightly 
less which seems natural to me anyway as  I don’t 
want loads of food in the summer. I work out all year 
round but I probably try harder in the summer and go 
for more runs because the weather is nicer. 
Emma, 16, Female, Aspirant, Trendies 

This mentality is reflected in young peoples shifting attitudes to eating across the UK. 
According to a recent survey on Millennials and Gen Z by NPD, young people are opting 

to pre-pare meals rather than buying once popular convenience foods such as cereal and 
ready meals. They look for healthy snack alternatives to sugary and salty treats such as 

fresh fruit and nuts.  
 

As warmer months approach and the clothes come off, Tribes 
begin to set their health and exercise targets however, amongst other 

obstacles, a lack of motivation can often hold them back from strict 
routines. The key for Tribes is realistic goals that don’t stray far from 

their already fit and healthy lifestyles. Increased outside activity and 
opting for lighter and healthier meals all go hand in hand with the 

summer months, making for a summer spent outdoors and happy Tribes.  

PLAN OF ACTION 

I’m a little bit unsure about fitness 
purpose food and drink - most that I’ve 
seen may help you build bigger muscles - 
but they’re so unhealthy for you because 
of the amount of sugar they contain. 

” 

” 

” 

” 
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Lauren, 17, Female, Alternative, Nerds 



TRIBE’S LIFE MANTRAS 

Tally, 21, Female, Alternative, Young Alt 

If you want to be happy, be - Leo Tolstoy ” ” 

“ Don’t bow to peer (or any) pressure. Be you. That’s who you 

were made to be.” 
Jack, 18, Male, Emo, Alternative 

You can’t start the next chapter of your life if you keep 
reading the last one  

” 
” 

Roselyn, 16, Female, Townie, Mainstream 

“It's your life; live it how you want to, don't let other's judgment and 
personal opinion affect you. “ 

Lucy, 17, Female, Aspirant, Trendie 
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Tribes uncover their mottos for positive living… 

Tribes Live #24 
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RECENTLY THE TRIBES HAVE 

BEEN TALKING ABOUT... 

Low funds 

Studying for exams 

Annoying sounds 

Festivals 

Getting creative 

with video 

Taylor swift 

Tribes Live #24 
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 WHO ARE THIS SEASONS WINNERS? 
 
•  The LBD is still a staple for girl Tribes – but they’re well versed on their viral 

social media posts and knew that the peak in black dress searches might be 
down to the famous ‘is it blue or black’ dress photo. 

•  They don’t ditch their clothes when they go out of season – they save them 
for the next year as a classic look is cheaper and easier to maintain 

•  Tribes know about the up and coming fashion trends eg flares, lux joggers, but 
trends are expensive and risky to keep up with so they stick to browsing 

•  Focussed searching is done  on Google for specific events, ranges or for price 
matching – not as much for casual browsing 
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  IT’S A REVOLUTION 
 
•  Tribes feel strongly about healthy eating causes 
•  They believe that educating young people with the basics eg balanced diet and 

the right nutrients, will have huge implications for their eating habits 
•  However, they feel parents, role models and the food industry should take as 

much responsibility as schools, if not more as they see young people as 
impressionable with little control over their diet 

•  They are very critical of the food industry and its lack of transparency but aren’t 
optimistic about things changing, more that people should be savvy 

•  They also put poor eating habits down to availability and cost 
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DISTILLED INSIGHTS FROM RECENT TASKS 

THE BILLBOARD AWARDS 
 
•  Most Tribes don’t tune in to the awards but are catching up online or on TV 
•  They’re not put off by the odd hours of a live stream – but they don’t feel like 

the event is hyped up or publicised enough by media in the days leading up to 
it, so were unaware of it until  post-event media barrage 

•  Tribes catch up selectively - they seek out the bits they want to watch eg  
performances on YouTube, fashion on Mail Online, reactions on Twitter 

•  They see the one off performances and unique collaborations as iconic and one 
of the biggest draws to tune in – good covers can go viral and go on to have 
long-lasting appeal 

WE LOVE EVENTS 
 
•  Outdoor events and live music events are consistently popular with Tribes 

across all ages and segments and their interests are varied 
•  They seek out events where they can create new memories and experiences, 
•  They also go to comedy events, the theatre, gigs, food and drink festivals and 

art exhibitions 
•  They won’t plan for events unless its music-related or occasions where tickets 

need purchasing and travel needs sorting 
•  Events with good company are most memorable to Tribes – they want their 

intimate friends or family close by 



DISTILLED INSIGHTS 
FROM RECENT TASKS 

 CALLING ALL BEER LOVERS… 
 
•  Beer is one of the top casual drinks for the summer months and is naturally 

found at a wide range of events eg.  BBQs, festivals and parties and is being 
used as a celebration marker for birthdays, pub crawls and the end of exams  

•  Boy Tribes’ beer moments tend to be from the funny, drunken memories while 
girls more often remember the specifics like the company and event 

•  Beer is a social lubricant for Tribes - its image is more casual than hard-hitting 
spirits or wine and is a catalyst for  loosening up with new people 

•  Its wide availability at parties and festivals, mean Girl Tribes are  often drinking 
it as a one off – as it’s there and adds to their casual summer look! 

SWEETS MOMENT 
 

•  Tribes often have sweets moment based on need behaviour – they have 
their chosen sweets at fairly regular time periods for consistent reasons 
eg a pick me up in the afternoon, something sweet after lunch 

•  Particular circumstances prompt them to impulse buy a non-regular 
choice 

•  Some Tribes are repeat eaters – they are brand loyal for sweets but will try 
a new product out of curiosity 

•  Sweets are also consumed as a boredom time-filler with Tribes decisions 
influenced by convenience and availability. 
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For more information  
visit www.uktribes.com 



Thanks for reading... 


